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The hilarious and heart warming sequel to the top ten Kindle best seller This Thirtysomething Life. Perfect
for fans of Mike Gayle, Matt Dunn and David Nicholls.

SYNOPSIS

Things that might happen during your first year of parenthood:

1. You’ll get covered in a ‘nuclear’ poo.
2. You’ll be convinced your son is talking with a Japanese accent.
3. You’ll worry that when your son waves, it looks like a Nazi salute.

Of course, this might just be Harry Spencer.

Taking up where 'This Thirtysomething Life' left off, Harry Spencer and is wife Emily are back and trying to
survive their first year of parenthood. It has its ups and downs (and a few bits in the middle), but along the
way they begin to understand the true meaning of family and what it takes to be a parent.

Featuring a hilarious cast of extras including Harry’s father-in-law Derek, who has a unique problem with
Scotch, Steve and Fiona, the parents from children’s entertainment hell, and a yoga instructor with a
prominent camel-toe, 'This Family Life' is the ultimate comedy for anyone who is a parent, has a parent, or is
thinking about becoming one.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

‘Jon Rance makes me laugh.’ - MATT DUNN, AUTHOR OF, A DAY AT THE OFFICE & WHAT MIGHT
HAVE BEEN

‘A satisfyingly British sense of humour. Recommended.’ - NICK SPALDING, AUTHOR OF
LOVE...FROM BOTH SIDES & FAT CHANCE

‘Funny and poignant - the perfect combination.’ - MICHELE GORMAN, AUTHOR OF THE CURVY
GIRLS CLUB & THE CURVY GIRLS BABY CLUB.

‘Funny, romantic and real.’ - STAR MAGAZINE

‘Hilarious, Realistic and Honest.’ - 23REVIEWSTREETBLOGSPOT23

‘Many laugh out loud moments.’ - HER BOOK LIST



‘An endearing, heartwarming and realistic novel and would definitely come under the category of ‘will make
you laugh and cry at the same time'.' - BOOKAHOLIC CONFESSIONS

‘A very candid, honest, hilarious read.’ - CHICKLIT CENTRAL

‘Fabulously funny diary-esque rom-com about a bloke who’s scared of growing up. It’s a debut novel with
balls, literally.’ - THE BOOKBOY

'This is a touching, humorous, adorable read. I defy you not to read it all in one go, it's fantastic.' -
BOOKAHOLIC HOLLY

'There aren't too many books that can claim to have a laugh on every page, but this classic comedy from Jon
Rance is truly funny.' - HEATHER HILL, AUTHOR OF 'THE NEW MRS D'

'The laughs just keep coming' - BOOK SHELF
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From reader reviews:

Nellie Davis:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite reserve and reading a book. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem;
you can add your knowledge by the guide entitled This Family Life. Try to make the book This Family Life
as your good friend. It means that it can for being your friend when you experience alone and beside those of
course make you smarter than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you more
confidence because you can know every little thing by the book. So , let me make new experience along with
knowledge with this book.

Larry Hunter:

Book is written, printed, or illustrated for everything. You can recognize everything you want by a
publication. Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important matter to bring us around
the world. Adjacent to that you can your reading expertise was fluently. A book This Family Life will make
you to be smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about everything. But some of you
think in which open or reading some sort of book make you bored. It isn't make you fun. Why they can be
thought like that? Have you trying to find best book or suitable book with you?

Kevin Mabry:

What do you think about book? It is just for students because they're still students or the item for all people
in the world, the actual best subject for that? Only you can be answered for that issue above. Every person
has several personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be compelled someone or something
that they don't wish do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book This Family Life.
All type of book is it possible to see on many methods. You can look for the internet options or other social
media.

Dianne Roy:

Why? Because this This Family Life is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting for you
to snap this but latter it will jolt you with the secret that inside. Reading this book next to it was fantastic
author who also write the book in such awesome way makes the content interior easier to understand,
entertaining way but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you for not hesitating having this any
longer or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of rewards than the other book
include such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking way. So , still want to delay having
that book? If I had been you I will go to the reserve store hurriedly.
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